
REPORT ON COMPUTER LITERACY CAMPAIGN 

VENUE:  Grace Care School, Mawlai Nongkwar, East Khasi Hills, Meghalaya. 

DATE :  19th December 2022. 

REPORTING TIME:  10:00 AM 

ARRIVAL TIME: 10:30 AM(at the venue). 

DISTANCE:  5 KM from Shillong 

 

The Techies Club, Department of computer science and Application, Shillong college took the 

privilege of organising a one day awareness programme in ‘Computer Basics’, held at  Grace 

Care School, Mawlai Nongkwar, East Khasi Hills, Meghalaya on the 19th December 2022. A 

total of eight (student) instructors accompanied by teachers namely, Mrs A.M Mitri (HOD), 

Mr B Mukhim, Mrs I Kharmawphlang travelled to the school with the sole aim of imparting 

basic computer knowledge to the underprivileged students of the school. Listed below are 

the names of the instructors:- 

1. Zachary Ben Mitri (3rd yr BCA) 

2. Rudy Banjop Kshir (3rd yr BCA) 

3. Steve Roger Nongsiej (3rd  yr BCA) 

4. Bennie Nongkhlaw Marwein (3rd yr BCA) 

5. Samewanshan Nongbri (3rd yr BCA) 

6. Jopphar Nongrum (3rd yr BCA) 

7. Nancy Lyngshiang (3rd  yr BCA) 

8. Sumarda Syiemlieh (3rd  yr BCA) 

Listed below are the systems that students carried to the venue for demonstration 

1. 3 numbers laptops 

  The programme started with a welcome speech delivered by the principal of Grace Care 

School, followed by a speech from the HOD, Mrs. A. Mitri, to address the objective of the 

campaign, highlighting the basic need for computers for modern educational requirements. 

The session was started by the instructors giving the students some knowledge on computer 

basics and showing them how it works practically. Because there were only three laptops, 

students were divided into groups, with each group assigned two instructors to teach both 

theory and practical. The students were taught about the computer’s hardware and 



software, which include the operating system, the internet, and computer devices. The 

students also learned about Microsoft Paint, Microsoft Word, how to save files, how to 

make folders, how to type, etc. The students were very excited and fully participated in 

learning as these facilities were lacking in the school. The day ended by us asking the 

student question and whether or not they have understood. The team departed from 

Mawlai at 2:00 p.m. 

 

 



 

 

 



 


